In recent years several epidemiological and laboratory studies have suggested possible bioeffects of magnetic fields (MFs) and implied that those fields, especially at extremely low frequencies (50/60 Hz), could exert adverse effects on human health (various types of cancer and immunological disturbances). The mechanism of this effect remains unknown, but one of the most recognised hypotheses is the radical pairs mechanism in which an external magnetic field influences the kinetics of chemical reactions with radical pair intermediates and could increase the concentration of free radicals (oxygen free radicals) in the cells''. This bioeffect may occur immediately after the MF exposure as acute or transient event in cells but can also give rise to more long-lasting events by affecting cell function or metabolism''-'. We have previously shown that simultaneous exposure of rat lymphocytes to 7 mT MF (static or 50 Hz) and iron ions caused a significant increase in the number of cells with DNA damage, compared to the control samples or those incubated with iron ions or exposed to MF alone, and that melatonin, an established free radicals scavenger, provides protection against that DNA damage-",'). We were therefore able to suggest that free radicals can be involved in 7 mT MF and iron ion induced DNA damage in rat blood lymphocytes as a result of the MF effect due to the radical pair mechanism, but the possible cytotoxic consequences are not known. In the present study we investigated whether the oxidative DNA damage caused by simultaneous exposure of rat lymphocytes to a 7 mT static magnetic field (SMF) and iron ions may lead to cell death: apoptosis or necrosis. This communication provides some evidence of this effect. For cell death evaluation two samples were prepared for each experimental point and the experiment was repeated three times. Statistical analysis of the experimental data was performed with Student's t-test for comparison of controls (medium) and the static magnetic field or ferrous ions. Results with levels of p<0.05 were considered as statistically significant.
Materials and Methods

Isolation
Results and Discussion
The percentages of viable and non-viable (apoptotic or necrotic) rat lymphocytes after in vitro exposure to a SMF (7 mT) and/or ferrous chloride (10 pg/ml) are presented in Table l . Morphology of necrosis and apoptosis is shown in Fig. 1 . We did not find any statistically significant differences between unexposed lymphocytes incubated with medium alone and those incubated with iron ions. Incubation with FeClz (10 gg/ ml) did not affect cell viability, so that at this concentration ferrous chloride alone did not induce any noxious effect on rat lymphocytes. Similar findings have been reported by other researchers''. Lymphocytes exposed to a 7 mT SMF alone showed a slight but not statistically significant increase in the proportion of necrotic cells, but the cells exposed to a 7 mT SMF and simultaneously treated with FeCI, exhibited a significant reduction in the percentage of viable cells (about 40%) and a significant increase in the percentage of necrotic cells, compared to the appropriate control group (medium).
So far there have been only a few studies on the effects of MFs on the mechanisms of cell death: apoptosis or necrosis. In one of them researchers reported that power frequency MFs can induce apoptosis in human leukemic cells in vitro, assessed by a DNA fragmentation method as one of the biochemical markers of cell death (apoptosis)8'. Other researchers have reported that an extremely low frequency MF can induce apoptosis mainly in transformed cells, in vitro, but the mechanism of this effect remains unknown`' "". Studies from different laboratories have indicated that reactive oxygen species (ROS) may directly or indirectly participate in the initiation of apoptotic or necrotic cell death"'. Chemical or physical agents, ROS production, may interfere with the mechanism which controls apoptosis and can thereby stimulate or prevent cell death''-'".
The involvement of oxygen free radicals in the MF effects is supported by recent studies by Singh and Lai, in which the exposure to a power frequency (60 Hz) MF at flux densities of 0.1, 0.25 and 0.5 mT, cause DNA damage to the cells (rat brain cells)15 "'. Similarly, the results of our recent studies have indicated that exposure to weak (few mT) MF can involve oxygen free radicals in the MF bioeffects on rat lymphocytes or rat liver microsornes if the cells or subcellular fraction were simultaneously treated with iron ions'-' 111. The results of this study indicate that exposure to 7 mT SMF combined with simultaneous treatment of cells with iron ions (FeCI,, 10 ,ug/ml) significantly enhances lymphocyte death 18 h after exposure. Interestingly, this effect was not caused by either 7 mT SMF or ferrous ions alone. We suggest that weak (7 mT) SMFs, due to radical pairs mechanism for this field, may increase the oxidative DNA damage due to iron compounds, by stimulating free radical reactions involving ROS, and thus influence cell death. Further experiments involving exposure of cells for a different time and at various MF flux densities make it possible to establish threshold values for this biological effect.
